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Abstract: In recent years, scheduling research has had an increasing impact on practical
problems, and a range of scheduling techniques have made their way into real-
world application development. Constraint-based models now couple rich
representational flexibility with highly scalable constraint management and
search procedures. Similarly, mathematical programming tools are now
capable of addressing problems of unprecedented scale, and meta-heuristics
provide robust capabilities for schedule optimization. With these mounting
successes and advances, it might be tempting to conclude that the chief
technical hurdles underlying the scheduling problem have been overcome.
However, such a conclusion (at best) presumes a rather narrow and specialized
interpretation of scheduling, and (at worst) ignores much of the process and
broader context of scheduling in most practical environments. In this note, I
argue against this conclusion and outline several outstanding challenges for
scheduling research.
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1. STATE OF THE ART

More than once in the past couple of years, I have heard the opinion
voiced that “Scheduling is a solved problem”. In some sense, it is not
difficult to understand this view. In recent years, the scheduling research
community has made unprecedented advances in the development of
techniques that enable better solutions to practical problems. In the case of
AI-based scheduling research (the field I am most familiar with), there are
now numerous examples of significant success stories. Constraint
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satisfaction search with dynamic backtracking has been used to successfully
solve an avionics processor scheduling problem involving synchronization
of almost 20,000 activities under limited resources and complex temporal
constraints (Boddy and Goldman 94). Program synthesis technology has
been used to derive efficient constraint propagation code for large-scale
deployment scheduling problems that has been demonstrated to provide
several orders of magnitude speed-up over current tools (Smith et al. 95).
Genetic algorithm based scheduling techniques (Syswerda 91) have
transitioned into commercial tools for optimizing manufacturing production.
Incremental, constraint-based scheduling techniques have been deployed for
large-scale operations such as space shuttle ground processing (Zweben, et al
94) and day-to-day management of USAF airlift assets (Smith et al. 04a).

These examples of application successes reflect well on the effectiveness
and relevance of underlying research in the field of scheduling. However, to
extrapolate from such examples to the conclusion that the chief technical
hurdles underlying the scheduling problem have now been overcome is a
considerable leap.  The scheduling research community has become a victim
of its own success.

Summarizing the current state of the art, we can indeed identify several
technological strengths:
− Scalability – current scheduling techniques are capable of solving large

problems (i.e., tens of thousands of activities, hundreds of resources) in
reasonable time frames.

− Modeling flexibility – current techniques are capable of generating
schedules under broad and diverse sets of temporal and resource
capacity constraints.

− Optimization – research in applying various global, local and meta-
heuristic based search frameworks to scheduling problems has produced
a number of general approaches to schedule optimization, and increasing
integration of AI-based search techniques with mathematical
programming tools (e.g., linear, mixed-integer constraint solvers) is
yielding quite powerful optimization capabilities.

Taken together, there is a fairly transferrable set of techniques and models
for efficiently generating high quality schedules under a range of constraints
and objectives.

On the other hand, claims that these technological strengths demonstrate
that the scheduling problem is solved, and hence research funds and activity
would be better focused elsewhere, must be considered more carefully. At
best, these claims presume a narrow (perhaps classical) definition of
scheduling as a static, well-defined optimization task (a sort of puzzle
solving activity). But, even under this restricted view of scheduling, one can
argue that the conclusion is debatable. Despite the strengths of current
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techniques, the problems being addressed by current scheduling technologies
are generally NP hard and solved only approximately; there is considerable
room for improvement in techniques for accommodating different classes of
constraints and for optimizing under different sets of objective criteria.
However, at a broader level, scheduling is rarely a static, well-defined
generative task in practice. It is more typically an ongoing, iterative process,
situated in a broader planning/problem solving context, and more often than
not involving an unpredictable and uncertain executing environment. Each
of these additional aspects raises important and fundamental questions for
scheduling research. The scheduling problem is far from solved.

2. RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Taking the broader view of scheduling just summarized, many important
research challenges can be identified. Several are outlined in the subsections
below.

2.1 Generating Schedules under Complex Constraints,
Objectives and Preferences

Though scheduling research has produced a substantial set of reusable
tools and techniques, the generation of high-quality solutions to practical
scheduling problems remains a custom art and is still confounded by issues
of scale and complexity. More often than not, it is necessary to incorporate
specialized heuristic assumptions, to treat selected constraints and objectives
in an ad hoc manner, and more generally to take advantage of problem-
specific solution engineering to obtain a result that meets a given
application’s requirements. There continues to be great need for research
into techniques that operate with more realistic problem assumptions.

One broad area where prior research has tended to simplify problem
formulation is in the treatment of scheduling objectives and preferences.
Mainstream scheduling research has focused predominately on optimization
of selected, simple objective criteria such as minimizing makespan or
minimizing tardiness. These objectives provide concise problem
formulations but often bear little relationship to the requirements of practical
domains. For example, most make-to-order manufacturing organizations
strive to set reasonable due dates and avoid late deliveries; a scheduling
objective such as minimizing tardiness does not match this requirement. In
many problems, there are multiple, conflicting objectives that must be taken
into account. In others, there are complex sets of so-called “soft” constraints
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that should be satisfied if possible but do not necessarily have to be, and the
problem is most naturally formulated as one of optimizing the overall level
of satisfaction of these preferences. In still other domains, the scheduling
objective is tied to the expected output of the process rather than its
efficiency, with the goal being to optimize the quality (or utility) of the tasks
that can be executed within known deadline constraints. Recent work in such
areas as multicriteria scheduling [Della Croce et al. 02, T’kindt and Billaut
02, Landa Silva and Burke 04], scheduling with complex preferences [E.K.
Burke and S. Petrovic 02] and scheduling to maximize process quality [Ajili
and El Sakkout  03, Schwarzfischer 03, Wang & Smith 04]), has made some
progress in generating schedules that account for more realistic objective
criteria, but there is considerable room for further research here.

A second continuing challenge is the design of effective heuristic
procedures for generating high quality solutions to practical problems. There
has been a large body of research into the design of scheduling rules and
heuristics for various classes of scheduling problems [Morton and Pentico
93,]. Although such heuristics can be effective in specific circumstances,
they are not infallible and their myopic nature can often give rise to
suboptimal decisions. At the other extreme, meta-heuristic search techniques
[Voss 2001] provide a general heuristic basis for generating high quality
solutions in many domains, but often require extended execution time frames
to be effective.

One approach to overcoming the fallibility of scheduling heuristics is to
exploit them within a larger search process. Systematic search techniques
such as limited discrepancy search [Harvey & Ginsberg 95] and depth-
bounded discrepancy search [Walsh97] take this perspective; each starts
from the assumption that one has a good heuristic, and progressively
explores solutions that deviate in more and more decisions from the choices
specified by the heuristic. A similarly motivated idea is to use a good
heuristic to bias a non-deterministic choice rule and embed this randomized
solution generator within an iterative sampling search process [Bresina 96,
Oddi and Smith 97, Cicirello and Smith 02]. In this case, the search is
effectively broadened to cover the “neighborhood” of the trajectory that
would be defined by deterministically following the heuristic. Both of these
approaches to using a heuristic to direct a broader search process been
effectively applied to complex scheduling problems.

A second approach to overcoming the limitations of any one scheduling
heuristic is to attempt to combine the use of several. It is rarely the case that
a heuristic can be found that dominates all others in a particular domain.
More frequently, different heuristics tend to perform better or worse on
different problem instances. Following this observation, a number of recent
approaches have begun to explore techniques that take advantage of several
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heuristics (or heuristic problem solving procedures) in solving a given
instance of a scheduling problem. In some approaches [Talukdar et al. 98,
Gomes and Selman 01] different heuristic search procedures are executed in
parallel, with the possibility of sharing and building on intermediate results.
In other work, the development of adaptive scheduling procedures is
considered, which utilize some form of online learning procedure to
determine which heuristic or heuristic procedure is best suited to solve each
specific problem instance [Hartmann 02, Burke et al. 03, Cicirello and Smith
04b]. Work in the direction of combining multiple scheduling heuristics and
procedures has produced some interesting and promising results. At the same
time, there are still significant challenges in extending and scaling these
ideas to meet the requirements of practical domains.

One important general direction for research into more effective schedule
generation procedures is to explore integration of approximate and exact
methods, and other cross-fertilization of techniques that have emerged in
different disciplines. Growing research activity in the area of combining
constraint logic programming with classical optimization (McAloon and
Tretkoff 96, Hooker 00, Regin and Rueher 04), for example, has shown the
potential for significant advances in solving complex and large-scale
combinatorial problems, and this work is starting to find application in
scheduling domains [Baptiste et al 01, Hooker 04]. Another important
direction for future research is more principled analysis of scheduling search
procedures. Recent work in this direction [Watson et al. 99, Watson 03] has
produced results that show the inadequacy of using randomly generated
problems as a basis for evaluating real-world algorithm performance and the
importance of problem structure on algorithm design. Better understanding
of the behavior of search algorithms in scheduling search spaces should
ultimately lead to development of more effective scheduling procedures.

2.2 Managing Change

If the goal of scheduling is to orchestrate an optimized behavior of some
resource-limited system or organization over time, then the value of a
schedule will be a function of its continuing relevance to the current
environmental state. One can categorize scheduling environments along a
continuum ranging from highly predictable and stable to highly uncertain
and dynamic. Current techniques are best suited for applications that fall
toward the predictable end of the spectrum, where optimized schedules can
be computed in advance and have a reasonable chance of being executable.
Many spacecraft mission planning and scheduling problems have this
character. Although things can certainly go wrong (and do), predictive
models of constraints are generally pretty accurate, and the time and cost put
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into obtaining the most optimized schedule possible is worth it.1

Unfortunately, though, most practical applications tend to fall more toward
the other end of the continuum, where advance schedules can have a very
limited lifetime and scheduling is really an ongoing process of responding to
unexpected and evolving circumstances. In such environments, insurance of
robust response is generally the first concern.

Managing change to schedules in such dynamic environments remains a
significant challenge. For any sort of advance schedule to be of ongoing
value, the scheduler (or re-scheduler) must be capable of keeping pace with
execution. But even supposing this is not a problem, it is typically not
sufficient to simply re-compute from scratch with a suitably revised starting
state. When multiple executing agents are involved (as is the case in most
scheduling applications), wheels are set in motion as execution unfolds and
there is a real cost to repeatedly changing previously communicated plans.
Explicit attention must be given to preserving stability in the schedule over
time and localizing change to the extent possible. While there has been some
work in this direction over the past several years (Smith 94, Zweben et al.
94, El Sakkout and Wallace 00, Montana, et al. 98, Bierwirth and Mattfeld
99, Zhou and Smith 02, Kramer and Smith 03, 04, Hall and Posner 04), there
is still little understanding of strategies and techniques for explicitly trading
off optimization and solution continuity objectives.

An alternative approach to managing execution in dynamic environments
is to build schedules that retain flexibility and hedge against uncertainty.
Work to date has focused principally on scheduling techniques that retain
various forms of temporal flexibility (e.g., Smith and Cheng 93, Cesta et al.
98, Artigues et al. 04, Leus and Herroelen 04, Policella et al. 04a) and on
transformation of such schedules into a form that enables efficient execution
(Muscettola et al. 98, Wallace and Freuder 00). A similar concept of
producing solutions that promote bounded, localized recovery from
execution failures is proposed in (Ginsberg et al. 98) and also explored in
(Branke and Mattfeld 02, Hebrard et al. 04). However, with few exceptions
these approaches take a strict constraint satisfaction perspective, and exploit
flexibility only as defined by current time and capacity constraints. Only
recently (e.g., Aloulou and Portmann 03, Policella et al. 04b), has any work
considered the problem of generating flexible schedules in the presence of
objective criteria. Likewise, strategies for intelligently inserting flexibility
into the schedule based on information or knowledge about various sources
of uncertainty (e.g., mean time to failure, operation yield rates) have
received only limited attention (e.g., Mehta and Uzsoy 98, Davenport et al.
01) and remain largely unexplored. A somewhat related idea is to use
uncertainty information as a basis for developing contingent schedules. This
approach is taken in (Drummond et al. 94) to deal with activity duration
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uncertainty. Other recent work (McKay et al 00, Black et al. 04) has focused
on the development of context-sensitive scheduling rules, which adjust job
priorities in the aftermath of unexpected events to minimize deleterious
consequences.

2.3 Self-Scheduling Systems

A third approach to managing execution in dynamic environments that
has gained increasing attention in recent years involves the development of
so-called self-scheduling systems, where (in the extreme) schedules are not
computed in advance but instead scheduling decisions are made only as
needed to keep execution going. Such systems are composed of a collection
of interacting decision-making agents, each responsible for brokering the
services of one or more resources, managing the flow of particular processes,
etc. Agents coordinate locally to make various routing and resource
assignment decisions and global behavior is an emergent consequence of
these local interactions.

Such approaches are attractive because they offer robustness and
simplicity, and there have been a few interesting successes (Morley and
Schelberg 92). At the same time, these approaches make no guarantees with
respect to global performance, and very simple systems have been shown to
have tendencies toward chaotic behavior (Beaumariage and Kempf 95).
Some recent work has approached this coordination problem as an adaptive
process and has leveraged naturally-inspired models of adaptive behavior to
achieve coherent global behavior in specific manufacturing control contexts
(Parunak et al. 98, Campos et al. 00, Cicirello and Smith 04a). But speaking
generally, the problem of obtaining good global performance via local
interaction protocols and strategies remains a significant and ill-understood
challenge.

Self-scheduling approaches do not preclude the computation and use of
advance schedules, and indeed their introduction may offer an alternative
approach to overcoming above-mentioned tendencies toward sub-optimal
global performance. Distributed, multi-agent scheduling models are also
important in domains where problem characteristics (e.g. geographical
separation, authority, security) prohibit the development of centralized
solutions. A number of agent-based approaches, employing a variety of
decomposition assumptions and (typically market-based) interaction
protocols, have been investigated over the past several years (Malone 88,
Ow et al. 88, Sycara et al. 91, Lin and Solberg 92, Liu 96, Montana et al 00,
Wellman et al. 01, Goldberg 03). More recently, protocols and mechanisms
for incremental, time-bounded optimization of resource assignments (Mailler
et al. 03, Wagner et al. 04) and for self-improving self-scheduling systems
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(Oh and Smith 04) have begun to be explored. However, the question of how
to most effectively coordinate resource usage across multiple distributed
processes is still very much open.

2.4 Integrating Planning and Scheduling

Though scheduling research has historically assumed that the set of
activities requiring resources can be specified in advance, a second common
characteristic of many practical applications is that planning - the problem of
determining which activities to perform, and scheduling – the problem of
allocating resources over time to these activities, are not cleanly separable.
Different planning options may imply different resource requirements, in
which case the utility of different planning choices will depend
fundamentally on the current availability of resources. Similarly, the
allocation of resources to a given activity may require a derivative set of
enabling support activities (e.g., positioning, reconfiguration) in which case
the specification and evaluation of different scheduling decisions involves
context-dependent generation of activities. Classical “waterfall” approaches
to decision integration, where planning and scheduling are performed in
sequential lockstep, lead to lengthy inefficient problem solving cycles in
these sorts of problems.

The design of more tightly integrated planning and scheduling processes
is another important problem that requires research. One approach is to
represent and solve the full problem in a single integrated search space. A
survey of such approaches can be found in (Smith et al. 00). However, use of
a common solver typically presents a very difficult representational
challenge. It has also recently been shown that the use of separable planning
and scheduling components can offer computational leverage over a
comparable integrated model, due to the ability to exploit specialized solvers
(Srivastava et al. 01).  In resource-driven applications, where planning is
localized to individual jobs, it is sometimes possible to incorporate planning
conveniently as a subsidiary process to scheduling (Muscettola et al. 92,
Sadeh et al. 98, Chien et al. 99, Smith et al. 03, Smith and Zimmerman 04).
For more strategy-oriented applications, though, where inter-dependencies
between activities in the plan are less structured and more goal dependent, it
is necessary to develop models for tighter and more flexible interleaving of
planning and scheduling decisions. One such model, based on the concept of
customizing the plan to best exploit available resources, is given in (Myers et
al. 01).
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2.5 Requirements Analysis

Despite the ultimate objective of producing a schedule that satisfies
domain constraints and optimizes overall performance, scheduling in most
practical domains is concerned with solving a problem of much larger scope,
which additionally involves the specification, negotiation and refinement of
input requirements and system capabilities.  This larger process is concerned
most basically with getting the constraints right: determining the mix of
requirements and resource capacity that leads to most effective overall
system performance.

It is unreasonable to expect to fully automate this requirements analysis
process. The search space is unwieldy and ill-structured, and human
expertise is needed to effectively direct the search process. At the same time,
problem scale generally demands substantial automation. The research
challenge is to flexibly inject users into the scheduling process, without
requiring the user to understand the system’s internal model. In other words,
the system must bear the burden of translating to and from user interpretable
representations, conveying results in a form that facilitates comprehension
and conveys critical tradeoffs, and accepting user guidance on how to next
manipulate the system model.

Work to date toward the development of mixed-initiative scheduling
systems has only taken initial steps. One line of research has focused on
understanding human aspects of planning and scheduling, examining the
planning and scheduling processes carried out in various organizations and
analyzing the performance of human schedulers in this context (McKay et al.
95, MacCarthy and Wilson 01). This work has provided some insight into
the roles that humans and machines should assume to maximize respective
strengths, and in some cases guidance into the design of more effective
practical scheduling techniques. But there are still fairly significant gaps in
understanding how to integrate human and machine scheduling processes.

From the technology side, there has been some initial work in developing
interactive systems that support user-driven scheduling. In (Smith et al. 96,
Becker and Smith 00, Smith et al. 04a) parameterizable search procedures
are used in conjunction with graphical displays to implement a “spreadsheet”
like framework for generating and evaluating alternative constraint
relaxation options. (Ferguson and Allen 98) alternatively exploit a speech
interface, along with techniques for dialog and context management, to
support collaborative specification of transportation schedules. An
interactive 3D visualization of relaxed problem spaces is proposed in
(Derthick and Smith 02) as a means for early detection and response to
capacity shortfalls caused by conflicting problem requirements. In (Smith et
al. 03, Smith et al. 04b), some preliminary steps are taken toward exploiting
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a scheduling domain ontology as a basis for generating user-comprehensible
explanations of detected constraint conflicts. But in general there has been
very little investigation to date into techniques for conveying critical
decision tradeoffs, for explaining system decisions and for understanding the
impact of solution change.

2.6 E-Commerce Operations

Finally, I mention the emerging application area of Electronic Commerce
as a rich source for target problems and an interesting focal point for
scheduling research. Current electronic marketplaces provide support for
matching buyers to suppliers (and to a lesser extent for subsequent
procurement and order processing). However, once the connection is made,
buyers and suppliers leave the eMarketplace and interact directly to carry out
the mechanics of order fulfillment. In the future, one can easily envision
expansion of the capabilities of eMarketplaces to encompass coordination
and management of subscriber supply chains. Such E-Commerce operations
will include available-to-promise projection and due date setting, real-time
order status tracking, determination of options for filling demands
(optimized according to specified criteria such as cost, lead-time, etc.) and
order integration across multiple manufacturers.

All of these capabilities rely rather fundamentally on a flexible
underlying scheduling infrastructure, and taken collectively they provide a
strong forcing function for many of the research challenges mentioned
earlier. Scheduling techniques that properly account for uncertainty, enable
controlled solution change, and support efficient negotiation and refinement
of constraints are crucial prerequisites, and the need to operate in the context
of multiple self-interested agents is a given. The advent of E-Commerce
operations also raises some potentially unique challenges in scheduling
system design and configuration, implying the transition of scheduling and
supply chain coordination technologies from heavyweight back-end systems
into lightweight and mobile services.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The field of scheduling has had considerable success in recent years in
developing and transitioning techniques that are enabling better solutions to
practical scheduling applications. Given this success, it might be tempting to
conclude that major technical and scientific obstacles have now been
cleared. In this brief note, I have argued against this notion and highlighted
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several outstanding challenges for scheduling research. There is plenty that
remains to be done.
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NOTES

1. An extreme example was the most recent Jupiter flyby, where it is
estimated that somewhere on the order of 100,000 person hours went into
construction of the 1-2 week observing schedule (Biefeld 95).
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